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The study of cultural evolution now includes multiple theoretical frameworks. Despite common influence
from Darwinian evolutionary theory, there is considerable diversity. Thus, we recognize those most
influenced by the tenets of the Modern Synthesis (evolutionary archaeology, cultural transmission theory,
and human behavioral ecology) and those most aligned more closely with concepts emerging in the
Extended Evolutionary Synthesis (cultural macroevolution and evolutionary cognitive archaeology). There
has been substantial debate between adherents of these schools of thought as to their appropriateness
and priority for addressing the fundamentals of cultural evolution. I argue that theoretical diversity is
necessary to address research questions arising from a complex archaeological record. Concepts
associated with the Extended Evolutionary Synthesis may offer unique insights into the cultural
evolutionary process.
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The study of cultural evolution has itself evolved and
diversified over the past 150 y. In this paper, I examine
the diversity in Darwinian-inspired cultural evolutionary models as applied in archaeology in order to make
recommendations for how we make critical advances
in the twenty-first century. I use the term cultural evolution to imply the processes of change (descent with
modification) in the widest panoply of cultural phenomena inclusive of artifact traits, socioeconomic
strategies, and social and ideological traditions. Cultural evolution may lead to human adaptations (in Darwinian evolutionary frameworks, this means improved
ability to survive and have viable offspring within an
environmental context), but it might be neutral to human adaptation or even maladaptive (1–3). This broad
definition permits me to explore theoretical approaches to phenomena as diverse as the evolution
of technologies, subsistence and the domestication
process, sociopolitical structures, and the cognitive
scaffolding of culture. None should be off limits to
archaeological analysis.
Anthropologists of the mid-20th century were the
first to develop a truly Darwinian approach to cultural
evolution by reference to tenets of the Modern Synthesis (MS) (1) using an approach now widely

recognized as cultural transmission theory (CTT) (2).
Ecologists meanwhile rethought their modus operandi during the 1950s and 1960s, combining microeconomics with concepts from the MS to create
evolutionary ecology (EE) and its human-focused variant, human behavioral ecology (HBE) (3). Models
drawn from EE quickly became influential in anthropology and archaeology as an approach to explaining
change in economic, reproductive, and social behavior in time and space (4). Archaeologists developed
their own MS-inspired approach to material cultural
evolution widely identified as evolutionary archaeology (EA) or selectionism (5). Recognition that sociocultural evolution is a complex and diverse process led to
development of macro-EA (6) and calls for embedding
of cultural evolution within the emerging Extended
Evolutionary Synthesis (EES) (7, 8). Finally, advances
in the cognitive sciences and Darwinian thought have
recently led to the establishment of evolutionary cognitive archaeology (9), which has yet to find a clear
theoretical home (10).
The fundamental problem facing evolutionary research in archaeology today concerns its ability to
engage with the complexity of the cultural evolutionary process. Zeder (11) argues that the frameworks of
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the most prominent MS-aligned approaches (EA and HBE) are
incomplete as the former avoids consideration of the human decision making, while the latter affords nearly complete explanatory priority to the same process. Rosenberg (12), Spencer (13),
Prentiss and Chatters (14), and Zeder (8) criticize these frameworks
for avoidance of complex multiscalar process across diverse time
spans. Piperno (15), Smith (16, 17), and Zeder (8, 18) point to
inadequate consideration of biocultural process as associated
with niche construction, coevolution, ecological inheritance, developmental plasticity, and epigenetics. Laue and Wright (19)
along with Kandler and Crema (20) demonstrate that
population-associated factors in the evolutionary process are far
more complex than originally imagined by simple neo-Darwinian
models. Clearly, we are challenged to engage in more advanced
approaches to evolutionary analysis in archaeology, and the substantive nature of these critiques indicates that diversifying our
study of cultural evolution is not merely a politically progressive
call for diversity and plurality as raised by one reviewer.
I argue that evolutionary research in archaeology benefits from
a theoretical plurality that includes engagement with the EES. To
make this case, I briefly review the history of cultural evolutionary
studies, and then, I provide a more detailed review of contemporary theoretical approaches. I divide the latter review into
theoretical frameworks influenced by the MS and those most
closely aligned with the EES. Following Garofoli (21), I embed
evolutionary cognitive archaeology into the latter group. This discussion provides me with the grounds for gauging our ability pursue a diverse array of advanced cultural evolutionary studies with
the archaeological record. I close by noting that both evolutionist
and humanist scholars working in historicist frameworks will benefit from consideration of EES concepts.
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A Theoretical Timeline
Cultural evolutionary thinking had its beginnings in the ruminations of early to mid-19th–century scholars. Early thinkers on organic evolution typically assumed that cultural evolution was a
simple outgrowth of biological change, whether associated with
inherent drives toward gaining a better fit to the environment (22),
coping with catastrophes (23, 24), or reactions to sudden environmental change (25). Darwin drew influences from a diverse
array of scholars spanning Charles Lyell to Thomas Malthus in
developing his critical argument that evolution resulted from
a process of natural selection acting on blindly inherited variation in populations. Darwin’s theory of evolution (26, 27) negated teleological assumptions and has been termed original
Darwinism (28).
Darwin’s model was not agreeable to all scholars of the time.
Chambers (29) had made the case for gradual progression toward
an ultimate goal of perfection. Spencer (30) followed Chambers in
promoting a teleological framework analogically based upon
ontogenic development (31) that connected biological and sociocultural evolution within the same progressivist framework (32).
Spencer’s conception of a single unilineal path, or as termed by
Gould (33), the “ladder of progress,” would be influential well into
the 20th century. Neoevolutionary thought (34) during the mid20th century owed more to Spencer (than Darwin) given its emphasis on general evolution through universal cultural stages (35).
As an extension of neoevolution, processual archaeology
designed explanations for change as the solving of ecological
problems leading to the major cultural transitions (36). Childe (37)
also pursued cultural evolution, although his work was most
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influenced by another progressivist, Karl Marx, who maintained
quite a different political agenda from that of Spencer.
Darwinian ideas were not entirely lost upon archaeologists. As
noted by Riede (38), Scandinavian archaeologists of the late 19th
century were highly influenced by Darwinian thought. Hildebrandt
(39, 40) and Montelius (41) recognized alignments between archaeology and paleontology. Each argued for a typological approach to artifacts that was analogical to paleontologist’s use of
species and directed toward the goal of defining cultural evolutionary lineages (42). The typological approach became the
standard in archaeology even while paleontology lost its influence
on evolutionary biology during the first decades of the 20th
century due to the rise of genetics research and the eventual
emergence of the MS (1), whose framework is also known as neoDarwinism. Under the influence of Boasian relativism (43) and the
humanities (38), early 20th-century culture–historical archaeologists dropped their interest in evolutionary thinking. Mid-20thcentury culture historians remained wary of engaging in consideration of evolutionary ideas given concerns with both neoevolution and neo-Darwinian evolutionary theory (5, 44, 45).
Campbell (46) made the case for using tenets from the MS to
understand the cultural process. Campbell asserted that sociocultural evolution can be understood as a Darwinian process,
there is a relationship between sociocultural and genetic evolution, natural selection remains the dominant force in evolution,
and natural selection acts on cultural variation. While archaeologists of the 1960s and 1970s continued to pursue research
dominated by culture–historical and processualist frameworks, a
small number of sociocultural anthropologists, psychologists, and
biologists advanced the study of sociocultural evolution-defining
processes of cultural transmission (47, 48), gene–culture relationships (49–51), and culture as phenotypic plasticity (52, 53).
EE developed well outside of anthropology as a framework
designed to provide microeconomic understandings of animal
behavior, reproduction, and community structure (3). However,
anthropologists and archaeologists soon co-opted the models of
EE to address economic aspects of human foraging behavior,
sociality, and reproduction (4, 54). Archaeologists defined their
own neo-Darwinian evolutionary model during the late 1970s and
1980s, borrowing directly from the MS with a particular focus on
artifacts (5, 35, 55). Macro-EA drew heavily on the revised Darwinian theory developed in paleobiology (56–58) to favor an
evolutionary approach that could be inclusive of material culture
but also more ephemeral concepts such as resource management
strategies (14) and political systems (12, 13). Macroevolutionary
thought and developments in the evolution of human cognition
(9, 10) have since become essential components to the developing EES, particularly as manifested in discussions of niche
construction theory (NCT) and major biocultural transitions
(59, 60).

Evolutionary Approaches in Archaeology Aligned with the
MS
EA, CTT, and HBE owe their theoretical allegiance most closely to
the MS. Their innovative uses of evolutionary theory and creative
methodological frameworks have played significant roles in our
understanding of the cultural evolutionary process.
Dunnell (35, 55) initiated EA with a focus on defining a theoretical model for archaeology as a natural science of human
evolution drawing from the most fundamental tenets of the MS.
Dunnell’s vision of the archaeological research process, often
termed selectionism, requires several components. First, Dunnell
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views the archaeological record as an extension of the human
phenotype along the lines of Dawkins (61). The archaeological
record is thus a continuous population of variants described by
Dunnell (55) as the “hard parts” of the human behavioral phenotype and by Leonard and Jones (62) as the material expression
of behavioral variation. Second, the approach to change maintains an exclusive emphasis on descent with modification requiring quantitative documentation of differential persistence of
cultural variation (35, 63). Third, explanation requires an understanding of sorting mechanisms, specifically the effects of selection and drift. An important caveat here is the assumption that
details of the transmission mechanism (cultural vs. biological) are
unimportant as long as there is variation on which selection and
drift can work (5, 64). Traits likely to be impacted by selection are
defined by engineering studies focused on function (55, 62, 65,
66). Drift is associated with stylistic traits lacking potential to affect
reproductive fitness (67–69).
EA forced us to confront the problem of studying the cultural
evolutionary process using the archaeological record. It attempted to solve the problem by simply placing descent with modification in artifacts as simply another form of general evolution as
framed within the caveats of the MS. However, this is not without
its problems, and thus, three substantive critiques affect the viability of this original formulation as a natural science of human
evolution. First, while evolutionary archaeologists have periodically defended themselves against charges of reductionism (5,
64), the critique remains important. Spencer (13) notes that the MS
(and thus, selectionism) is an incomplete model of evolutionary
process given its inability to grasp the complexities of inheritance
and selection on socionatural systems structured on multiple
scales. Spencer’s critique is in line with a long-standing critique of
reductionism in evolutionary biology (31, 56–58). Second, selectionist archaeology is subject to the sociobiological critique. In his
early writing, Dunnell (35) sought to distance EA from sociobiology but only in its most extreme form, that of genetic determination. By downplaying cultural transmission as a parallel
evolutionary process (5, 64, 70), evolutionary archaeologists must
assume that while cultural transmission is responsible for shortterm variation, long-term descent with modification is selection
driven and thus, by definition, tied to genetic fitness. This is, in
effect, the “genes plus culture” hypothesis of sociobiology argued to be an unlikely model of cultural evolution by Boyd and
Richerson (2). Third, Zeder’s (11) criticism that EA ignores the
human decision maker and associated cultural transmission process remains a serious concern. Multiple theoretical and empirical
works in CTT demonstrate that the strict natural selection is not an
exclusive requirement for directional trends in cultural variants
(2, 71).
The fundamentals of CTT developed in the decade before the
appearance of Dunnell’s early papers in EA (46, 49, 72). This early
work established cultural evolution as a process of cultural inheritance paralleling that of biological evolution. Natural selection
was recognized to have a role in the cultural process but was not
necessarily the primary causal factor for descent with modification. Subsequent refinements have led to an integrated set of
processes collectively labeled gene culture coevolution (49, 50,
73), CTT (47), dual-inheritance theory (2), or more generically,
cultural microevolution (74, 75). They include specifications for
transmission pathways, sources of variation in the transmission
process, culturally based selection factors (bias mechanisms),
cultural drift, natural selection, and migration process (74). While
fundamentally based in the MS, CTT departs from EA in
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emphasizing culturally specific evolutionary process: in particular,
the Lamarckian nature of cultural inheritance and its overwhelming impact on descent with modification. An important consequence is that cultural transmission theorists develop explicit
models in order to explore the differential effects of so-called
cultural selection vs. natural selection. Group selection (76)
emerges as essential to the evolutionary process (77).
The influence of CTT is particularly obvious in archaeology
(78), although it has also had impacts in sociocultural anthropology (71, 79). Empirical studies are far too diverse to catalog here,
although there are some clear trends. Early empirical work favored
direct testing of predictions of specific transmission models for the
evolution of technologies (80). The adoption of cladistics and
related approaches in material culture studies has revolutionized
our understanding of how technologies evolve in varied conditions. Most specifically, the longstanding position that culture is
too blended to evolve in a branching pattern has been laid to rest
(81). Studies demonstrate that technologies evolve via cultural
transmission processes in diverse ways dependent upon the nature of the technology, learning strategies, gender relations,
marriage practices, intergroup interactions, and ecological context. Thus, we recognize remarkably different inheritance systems
within and between different social contexts (71). Population dynamics also appear to play a critical role in the processes of cultural transmission (20).
CTT largely avoids the sociobiological critique given recognition that cultural inheritance is a substantially independent process to biological inheritance. The reductionist critique is also
avoided for the most part, as cultural transmission is recognized to
operate between group (population) and individual levels (2). CTT
avoids the Zeder (11) critique regarding the active role of decision
makers in the cultural evolutionary process. Given its strengths, it
is perhaps not surprising that CTT eventually has become influential among evolutionary archaeologists (78). Richerson and
Boyd (82) note that CTT could be subject to the adaptationist
critique (83). The microevolutionary models of CTT do depend
upon the assumption that many cultural traditions are adaptive,
although certainly not all as exemplified by maladaptive runaway
processes (2). Phylogenetics research has demonstrated that cultural transmission does play a significant role in the formation of
adaptive cultural lineages (71, 84). Yet, recent fitness landscape
modeling suggests that mildly deleterious traits may persist for
long time spans in low-density human populations and with potential to evolve further in social conditions favoring high information dimensionality (19). This raises the possibility of
macroevolutionary phenomena not well captured by CTT alone.
An alternate approach to cultural evolution reduces the roles
of both cultural transmission and natural selection to background
in order to focus on adaptive behavior. EE recognizes that the
evolutionary process as described by the MS has led to organisms
adapted to thrive in their respective environments. We can gain
an understanding of those adaptations by modeling economically
optimal choices and testing those models with field research (4).
The challenge comes with using models of synchronic behavior to
explain diachronic patterns. This is accomplished by assuming
that change is a by-product of countless adaptive decisions and
subsequent actions (85). Put differently, what anthropologists call
culture change is in effect the unfolding of phenotypic plasticity
(4, 86).
Research in EE has led to the development of a number of
different frameworks designed to provide insight into topics relevant to the human group including foraging, social relations
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(especially altruism and cooperation), reproduction, and demography (87). HBE (the wing of EE focused on Homo sapiens) has
made significant inroads into several major discussions in cultural
evolution emphasizing subsistence intensification (88), origins of
agriculture (89), and social inequality (90). A commonality in these
arguments is the assumption that fundamentals of population and
resource relationships affect human decisions. Intensification is
most typically framed in light of the diet breadth model as a
process by which populations increase returns per unit of land at
the cost of working harder (91, 92). A by-product of sustained
intensification may be enhanced focus on plant resources that
could lead toward manipulation of those plants and the onset of
domestication and cultivation (93). Intensification may also be
associated with social change as population resource imbalances
could change a group’s social calculus favoring greater control of
territory, protection of resources, and establishment of rules associated with wealth and status differentiation (69, 94, 95). Despite these contributions, evolutionary ecologists have had to
address a withering array of criticisms.
Cultural transmission theorists have recognized alignments
with evolutionary ecological theory as both recognize that human
decisions may have economic and reproductive consequences
(96). However, as with selectionism, EE has faced accusations of
sociobiology and adaptationism. Kelly (97) notes that evolutionary
ecologists settled on a “weak sociobiological thesis” recognizing
that while behavior can affect genetic fitness, it is not determined
by genetics. Adaptationism, as expressed in the optimality assumptions inherent in the models of EE, is generally defended as
the default prior to empirical testing (85). In theory, such hypotheses could be rejected in favor of less well-adapted solutions,
although typically, weak model performance leads to a rethinking
of fundamental assumptions and development of alternative
adaptive scenarios. Marwick (98) offers a solution to the problem
of optimality by suggesting that there may be multiple optima
given shifting conditions. Critiques that are even more penetrating have focused on neo-Darwinian assumptions and the impact
of NCT. Selectionists argue that EE underplays the role of natural
selection operating on undirected variation over long time spans
(99). Responses (100) assert that phenotypic plasticity may allow
populations of organisms to bypass the effects of selection and at
least partially moot the issue of undirected variation. Smith (16,
17) points out that the theoretical foundations of EE are not in
neo-Darwinism but rather, in microeconomics and that optimization assumptions built into formal models are often unsupported
and perhaps even untestable with archaeological data. He proposes NCT as a more theoretically based and empirically supported approach to subsistence change. Alternatively, supporters
of EE see formal microeconomic models as useful for gaining insight into daily decisions (101): for example, regarding patch
management (102).
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Theoretical Frameworks Aligned with the EES
The EES offers a number of advantages to cultural evolutionists.
First, from the standpoint of EES-inspired thinking, evolutionary
targets are diverse, and thus change spans multiple levels from
genes to larger entities (8). In cultural frameworks, this means
basic artifact traits to organizing principles associated with complexly integrated systems functioning on population scales (6).
Second, evolution is often characterized by punctuated equilibria
(8, 73). Third, the evolutionary process is reciprocal, whereby organisms shape and are shaped by their developmental environments (15). This process of niche construction implicates the
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importance of acquired characteristics and inherited socioecological systems (59). Fourth, the directionality of evolution is
affected by inherent phenotypic bias (73). For culture, this means
technological and organizational change may occur through developmental constraints and phenotypic plasticity (8, 15, 103).
Finally, while still requiring further research, relationships between
the evolution of cognition and cultural variation benefit from EES
alignments (21). Cultural evolution is thus a complex aspect of
general evolution affected by genetic, cultural, and ecological
inheritance with associated feedback loops and human biocultural
plasticity.
Multiscalar evolution and punctuated equilibria have been
central concerns to macroevolutionary research in paleobiology
(104, 105). Given a focus on material evidence expressed on diverse scales over lengthy periods, it is logical that archaeologists
would develop a concern with cultural macroevolution. Selectionists have long recognized the nature of archaeology as a
macroevolutionary pursuit (5, 35). Selectionists recognized ethnographic variation in human organization but eschewed (as essentialist) inferential identification of organizational forms in the
archaeological record (5). Consequently, they favored an analytical focus on defining paradigmatic classes as a tactic for measuring artifact variation, which when plotted against time, would
allow them to identify predominant evolutionary forces acting on
their associated human groups. This MS-aligned approach thus
precluded evolutionary study of human organization outside of
artifact design and led to counterarguments favoring a taxic cultural macroevolution (in contrast to the organismic form favored
by EA) (12–14, 106). The challenge faced by the latter scholars was
identifying evolutionary units that could be transmitted by microevolution but manifested on higher population scales as organizational entities. This problem was solved by reference to the
hierarchy of cultural units by Boyd et al. (107) that identified
progressively integrated sets of information often identified as
ephemeral entities, packages, cores, and species (71, 84). While a
conception of cultural species has been consistently rejected,
packages and cores have proven useful concepts for identifying
and measuring variability in the integrated logic of human
organization (71).
There have been significant empirical contributions to cultural
macroevolution. Some of these have examined the evolution of
artifacts including Acheulean hand axes (108), Middle Stone Age
core technologies (109), and Paleoindian projectile points (110).
Others have explored the evolution of more complex cultural
entities including Paleo-Inuit lithic technological strategies (111),
Neolithic subsistence economies (112), sociopolitical organizations (113, 114), and other cultural configurations (115–119).
There has also been significant research concerning macroevolutionary processes associated with cultural diversity (120–123).
The combination of modeling and empirical research can lead
to insights into multiscalar relationships that are virtually impossible to study on purely microevolutionary scales. An emerging
theoretical insight is that cultural macroevolutionary processes
may be quite different from those of microevolution as has been
recognized in paleobiology (104). Drawing from work on advanced fitness landscapes by Gavrilets (124), Laue and Wright (19)
argue, for example, that when giant networks of equivalent fitness
emerge, entities may traverse entire fitness spaces, thus making
classic peak shifting [expected in microevolutionary models (125)]
largely obsolete in some scenarios. This line of thought is potentially revolutionary when we consider its implications for
complex phenomena such as the origins of agriculture. Advanced
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fitness landscape models suggest that even during what appears
to be stasis, evolutionary process is still productive in the sense of
accumulating variation that might be fuel for rapid change later as
would be expected by the punctuated equilibria model.
The process of domestication has emerged as a critical issue in
the debate over the acceptance of EES concepts in the biocultural
evolutionary process (8, 15). NCT (126) has become central to an
EES understanding of the domestication process (8, 15–17,
127–130). Zeder (130) outlines three critical theoretical constructs
underlying the niche construction process. First, niche construction requires coevolution as the niche must be made up of at least
two species, the niche constructor and one other. Coevolution is
manifested in three pathways to domestication: ecosystem engineering, plant or animal colonization or invasion of anthropogenic
habitats, and direct human breeding. The domestication process
is thereby impacted by the degree to which these relationships
are sustained, the potential for domestication in the species involved, and genetic variation in those populations including the
potential effects of phenotypic plasticity and epigenetics (15).
Second, ecological inheritance is essential as changes initiated by
a niche constructor survive past the life of that individual or
population, thus creating the selective context acting on the next
generation. Ecological inheritance is facilitated by persistence of
external (landscapes) and internal (epigenetic and genetic) systems, cultural traditions as embodied by the concept of traditional
ecological knowledge, and cognitive changes (59). Third, cooperation is essential for human niche constructors in order to provide payoffs for active participants while blocking or punishing
freeloaders. Cooperation is manifested in the creation of social
boundaries, defended territories, and via establishment and reinforcement of cultural norms (131).
Central to the EES is the argument that phenotypic bias will
constrain the direction of the evolutionary process (73). Evolution
of development, or “evo-devo,” has existed in evolutionary biology since the 1980s (132). Evo-devo research demonstrates that
phenotypic variation in populations depend upon both genetic
variation and developmental systems (133). As noted by Laland
et al. (73), gene regulatory systems affect amount, type, timing,
and locations of gene products. Genetic regulation has the effect
of providing developmental constraints and also opportunities for
novel adaptive evolution by connecting or disconnecting diverse
phenotypic units. Thus, convergent evolution may be a product of
common selective regimes, but it may also be an effect of channeled morphological constraints. Yet, new evolutionary lineages
could potentially emerge from changes in gene regulation.
Adaptive evolution may be enhanced by the potential of a phenotype to adapt to multiple environments through plastic expression of physiological, morphological, and/or behavioral traits
(8). In theory, variation linked to phenotypic plasticity or accommodation could be stabilized and refined by selection leading to
genetic accommodation (73).
These ideas have implications for how we understand the
cultural evolutionary process. The evolution of lithic tool traditions
provides a good beginning example. As argued by Charbonneau
(103), variation in stone tools is a consequence of application of
techniques to create products reflecting knapper goals and error
variability. Given functional constraints on form, change may be a
slow and gradual process with high potential for convergent
evolution (134). Yet, given our propensity for behavioral plasticity,
there is also the capacity to adjust forms to fit altered needs
without changing the basic instructions for manufacture. Thus,
knappers may alter forms, sizes, and use sequences to fit
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immediate contingencies as, for example, might be required under different transport situations and resource configurations
(135, 136). Logically, selection (or selection-like cultural processes)
could refine varied forms developed in this behavioral plasticity
scenario into lineage-like histories.
The models considered thus far have focused only limited interest on cognitive evolution, and this would seem to be a significant oversight. MS-inspired models assume an implicit
cognitive model termed the internalist view that asserts a parallel
evolutionary process between biology and culture that leads to an
expanding ability to provide meaning to material items, thus
resulting in “modern” cognitive abilities or architecture (21, 137).
Critiques of the MS framework include, not surprisingly, concerns
with humans as mere replicators of codes (whether cultural or
biological) who, lacking agency, encounter artifacts as mere epiphenomena of the mind (21, 138). Expanded to a wider field,
cultural constructs are thus no more than accommodations for
adaptive needs. The embodied and extended view thus argues
that cognitive evolution is not limited to the brain but occurs as an
extended process uniting the mind with the surrounding sociomaterial environment scaffolded by core emotions and material
relationships (10, 21, 139). Taking this logic a step further, the
radical enactive cognition (REC) model eliminates representation
from cognition in favor of a direct alignment between mind and
object (21). This phenomenological framework moves evolutionary cognition theory far from MS frameworks and potentially beyond evolutionary thinking. However, Garofoli (21) [see also
Fuentes (140), Riede (59), and Riede et al. (141)] ties REC to a
version of the EES in which artifacts play a greater role in structuring social relations, views of reality, and consequently, cognitive function. This model combines culture, cognition, and
environment such that cognition coevolves with its cultural and
ecological niche. Abramiuk (10) argues that this framework provides for a perpetual feedback loop leading to further cognitive
and cultural developments. He is, therefore, concerned that is not
clear how historical processes (e.g., natural selection) contribute.
The REC model makes better sense when embedded within an
NCT standpoint that recognizes the importance of historical
process (142). This in turn may permit a perspective on cognitive
evolution that also considers a wider role for spandrels and
exaptations (143, 144).

Concluding Thoughts
I have made the case for theoretical plurality in an archaeology
that is capable of engaging with the advanced concepts implied
by the EES. In so doing, I have referenced a wide range of case
studies employing different theoretical approaches to cultural
evolution and human adaptation. Yet, I want to return to a concern
raised by one peer reviewer, who asked whether most archaeologists would have a reasonable ability to identify complex processes described by advanced evolutionary models. I address this
question in two ways. First, can we study complex evolutionary
questions with typical archaeological data? I think the answer is
yes, although we must find realistic matches between the nature
of the record, our research problems, and analytical procedures.
Second, can evolutionary thinking contribute to wider discussions
involving other disciplinary frameworks? I answer this also in the
affirmative, recognizing that when we cross theoretical boundaries, we may be forced to rethink long-held assumptions.
Evolutionary analysis considered most broadly provides us
with a wide range of frameworks and methodological approaches
that permit us to answer a diverse range of questions about
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human cultural diversity and history (87). I have explored relationships between demography, subsistence, and social change
in village-scale settlements using theoretical models drawn from
HBE including foraging theory, demographic ecology, and socioecology (145). CTT is very useful in helping us to understand
intergenerational change in cultural practices as with the evolution of house architecture and tool-making traditions within and
between communities (84, 146). EES-aligned frameworks (e.g.,
punctuated equilibria, evo-devo, exaptation, niche construction,
and ecological inheritance) are critical for the study of cultural
change across long timescales where data might span lithic
scatters to urban centers (111, 118, 119, 147). EES concepts such
as developmental plasticity and reciprocal evolution are also essential in the study of the domestication process (8, 15), as for
example, with our current study of canids in the interior Pacific
Northwest.
Clearly, advanced evolutionary analysis is possible with routine
archaeological data. Yet, theory in archaeology remains somewhat Balkanized (148) with a strong contingent favoring historicist
approaches emphasizing human agency. Agency theory in archaeology as embodied in what is often termed historical processualist theory (HPT) (149–153) seeks to reconstruct human
history as genealogies of cultural practice. A major implication of
this framework is that change is continuous and gradual, unfolding
across different independent scales, constrained by previous
history and social context, and lacking convergence with other
histories (114). This scenario is similar to elements in the MS including transmission/inheritance between individuals leading to
population variation, effects of phenotypic constraints, and long-

term outcomes resembling organismic macroevolution. Natural
selection is essential in the MS but not always critical for envisioning the formation of cultural lineages whether associated with
HPT (151) or CTT (2).
Frameworks aligned with the EES offer potentially revolutionary conceptions of cultural variation and history that should be of
utility to historicists and evolutionists in archaeology. First, the EES
anticipates diverse means by which variation develops in cultural
traditions by expecting evolutionary potential to derive from the
fundamentals of cultural transmission and also plasticity and evodevo (154). Second, the EES provides theoretical constructs to
address unique (to some, unintended) outcomes via cultural
exaptation and sociocultural epistasis (143). Third, the EES provides equally powerful frameworks for envisioning directional and
sometimes convergent historical trajectories by multiscalar trends
(115), niche construction and ecological inheritance (127), and
differential cooperation (8). Fourth, the EES encourages us to
engage in simulation modeling in order to imagine long-term
dynamics not easily envisioned on ethnographic timescales (19).
Engagement with such productive theory should favor innovative
collaborations across the discipline
Data Availability. There are no data underlying this work.
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